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The NMC states that the Code5 should be the focal point for any reflective discussion. We received great
feedback on most of the design. How did it make you feel? We can also encourage others to grow through
personal reflection. Deepen understanding We work in ever-changing environments, on frequently updating
platforms, on a variety of topics. You might see some additional good or bad aspects of the experience, now
that you are removed from the heat of the moment. Meaningful reflection cannot be forced or faked; therefore,
a mentor who advocates for reflection from a mentee will also need to model that reflection. Theorizing How
did the experience match with your preconceived ideas, i. Papers were identified for inclusion in the review by
examination of full text articles. Results Electronic searches yielded over citations. Programme delivery is
often longer term, should be population focused and policy led. We can benefit from reflection after critical
incidents take place in our projects, when certain milestones are reached or to wrestle with information that we
are trying to make sense of. What did not go so well? Methods A review of the literature was carried out in
order to identify reflective experience, either directly related to PH or in health education. Create an
environment conducive to relaxation and deeper thinking. There is no one-size-fits-all method of reflection.
Doing this will encourage more time to be spent together and a shared understanding of what comes out of
reflection. The frequency of reflection daily and topics we were forced to reflect upon felt unnatural. We must
show the benefits of reflection in a variety of situations in order to develop our reflective practice and to model
for others. I was disappointed in myself for not suggesting this. Writing is one of the most frequently cited
methods to stimulate reflection. To Conclude Reflective practice is a tool for improving your learning both as
a student and in relation to your work and life experiences. Boud et al. Write a brief description of the event
you are reflecting on. I realized they mentioned early on having some specific ideas about how users would
initially fund their account. Burton's approach 11 was to use the core questions focused on reflection on action
but with the ability to be applied in and before action. Given its merits, while the quantitative evidence base is
limited, what are the implications for practice? Reflective practice is an active, dynamic action-based and
ethical set of skills, placed in real time and dealing with real, complex and difficult situations. Alternatively,
you can record your reflections using an audio feature on your phone or a dictaphone, which you can
transcribe or listen to later on.


